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With all that rain there had to be a rainbow. Travelling from Tsawwassen to Duke
Point, looking north.

is available at these SER IOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Campbell River—Island Highway @ Village Willow Point

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd

Nanaimo—Across from the Hospital 

Sidney—Beacon Avenue 

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Ave

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza good reading, great coffee — it’s time to get SERIOUS!
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The BC Supreme Court has dismissed Joan
Costello’s legal action against the Islands Trust
regarding a number of claims and allegations
related to her Hornby Island property. In her
Reasons for Judgment released September 30,
2009, the Honourable Madam Justice
Stromberg-Stein confirms the unique role the
Islands Trust plays in preserving and protecting
the Islands Trust Area through its land use
regulations and states that Ms Costello’s claims
are ‘without any legitimate foundation.’

The lawsuit arose after Ms Costello failed to
obtain proper permits for a building and to
ensure it was within the height limits in Hornby
Island’s zoning bylaw. In March 1999, she
purchased a Department of National Defence
building that was slated for immediate
demolition and had it barged to her property on
Hornby Island. Before barging the building to
her property, Ms Costello did not review the
height restrictions outlined in Hornby Island’s
zoning bylaw or measure the actual height of
her newly-acquired building. She did obtain a
permit for the building shortly after its arrival
on Hornby Island, but the permit was based on
erroneous information that she provided to
Islands Trust staff about the building’s height.

Following unsuccessful attempts to obtain
variance permits for the over-height building,
Ms Costello advanced a number of claims
against the Hornby Island Local Trust
Committee (HILTC), the Islands Trust, the

Islands Trust Council and two trustees of the
HILTC at the time, Penny Griggs and Tony
Law. Her claims included abuse of public office,
negligence, breach of trust and mental distress
due to actions related to the over-height
building and a variety of proposed uses of the
Costello property. In a lengthy court case, Ms
Costello sought $1.7 million from the Islands
Trust for damages related to her claims.

Madame Justice Stromberg-Stein concludes
that trustees and staff of the Islands Trust acted
properly in their dealings with Ms Costello, who
was responsible for obtaining proper permits
and complying with the Hornby Island bylaw. 

‘The actions of all of the defendants, elected
and non-elected, were performed to execute the
required duties imposed by the Islands Trust
Act and Hornby Island bylaws. In all instances,
I find the defendants executed these duties. The
evidence does not support Ms Costello’s claim,’
she wrote. 

Madame Justice Stromberg-Stein goes on to
state that the trustees ‘exhibited no bias, and
they properly exercised their discretion taking
care not to pre-judge the issues, keeping an
open mind throughout and trying to find a
means to accommodate Ms Costello and the
interests of the community ... (Ms Costello) is,
plain and simple, the author of her own
misfortune.’

The Costello court case involved extended

More Island View
Beach to stroll on
Most Southern Islanders with time to spare from town
chores have turned off the Pat Bay Highway to buy
farm stand vegetables and to stroll along Island View
Beach. Looking at the spread of islands of the strait
from the Saanich Peninsula gives another, rather
peaceful, perspective. There will soon be more of it to
enjoy. CRD Regional Parks has purchased a parcel of
land with important natural and recreational values to
add to Island View Beach Regional Park.

‘More than thirty years ago, the CRD identified this
land as a priority for our parks system,’ said
Christopher Causton, CRD Regional Parks Committee
Chair. ‘The new parcel offers additional public access
to the shoreline along Haro Strait and forms a natural
buffer between the strait as well as adjacent agriculture
and rural residential land uses.’

The CRD has purchased 25.7 hectares of land,
which completes the park as one contiguous area. 9.9
hectares of the parcel are deemed to have regional park
value; the remaining 15.8 hectares are currently for
sale.

‘The municipalities and electoral areas gave
unanimous authorization to the CRD to borrow $4.75
million for the land purchase,’ said Central Saanich
Mayor Jack Mar. ‘This benefits not only Central
Saanich, but all residents of the Capital Regional
District.’

The future use of the RV campground and tenting
area within the land parcel will be determined through
a planning process starting this fall and will include
consultation with the public and the District of Central
Saanich. A decision is expected in spring 2010.

Island View Beach Regional Park is a 67.73 hectare
park with an expansive beach along the Haro Strait
shoreline of the Saanich Peninsula. It features a

Sustainable
horticulture labs open
State-of-the-art labs for research into
ways to reduce pesticide use opened
Friday, October 16 at Kwantlen
Polytechnic University. The research will
explore beneficial insects, fungi and
viruses to control pests in greenhouses,
gardens and farmers’ fields. The labs and
research are supported by the BC
Knowledge Development Fund and a
new Leading Edge Endowment Fund
(LEEF) chair in sustainable horticulture.

‘We’re building BC’s reputation for
leadership in environmental protection
and the green economy by investing in
first-rate researchers and top-notch labs
for them to work in,’ said Iain Black,
Minister of Small Business, Technology
and Economic Development. ‘By
funding a LEEF chair in sustainable
horticulture, and the Institute for
Sustainable Horticulture’s new facilities,
we’re supporting innovations that will
give our growers a green edge.’

The appointment of Deborah
Henderson, director of the Institute for
Sustainable Horticulture, as LEEF chair
was also announced. Henderson has
worked closely with private companies,
growers associations and government
agencies on integrated pest management
for several years and will build on this
hands-on experience.

‘We will develop new biocontrol
products from our native strains of
viruses and fungi which will target pests
in our major crops and landscapes,’
Henderson said. ‘Food production is
changing, and the mass importation of

Hornby trustees were in the right, says judge

Alberta is under fire from environmentalists
and foreign governments over its tar sand
operations—perhaps with good reason.
Producing oil from tar sand produces three
times more greenhouse gas emissions than
does conventional oil production, and its
byproducts are not just unsightly, they’re lethal
to wildlife, especially migratory birds.

Tar sand production despoils large areas of
wilderness in Canada’s Boreal Forests, and the
Syncrude company’s tailing pond is currently
the second largest dam on Earth, only exceeded
in size by China’s Three-Gorges Dam. Tar sand
operations also consume large amounts of
freshwater and natural gas. There’s no question
that Alberta’s environmental image has been
given a large black eye over its tar sands.

In an effort to blunt some of the criticism of
the tar sand industry, Premier Ed Stelmach has
pledged to spend $2 billion to help fund
deployment of technologies to capture and
store carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions

generated by the oil sands industry, hoping to at
least take the greenhouse gas issue off the list of
grievances. 

However, in many ways, carbon capture and
storage (CCS) is, both literally and figuratively,
a pipe dream. Rather than producing a viable
greenhouse gas control technique, the
taxpayers $2 billion ‘investment’ will be little
more than a free PR campaign for the tar sand
industry.

Let’s review the problems with the idea of
carbon capture and storage (CCS), which make
it unlikely as an environmental savior. Land-
based CCS consists of three primary activities:
capturing carbon dioxide out of an emissions
stream, compressing it into a liquid, and then
piping that liquid over land, and down into the
Earth where, in theory, it will be retained in
geological formations for hundreds or
thousands of years. It sounds quite simple, until
you dig into the details.

Commentary by Kenneth Green

Carbon capture and storage a pipe dream LABS, please turn to page 9

CARBON CAPTURE, please turn to page 2

HORNBY, please turn to page 11



First, there’s the difficulty of capturing carbon dioxide. One of
the reasons that CO2 is so difficult to deal with is that it’s an
extremely stable molecule, one that isn’t easily bound to other
substances. In fact, binding up carbon dioxide takes quite a lot of
energy. Estimates suggest that capturing carbon from a
conventional coal-fired power plant, for example, could consume
up to 40% of the plant’s total power output. The technology isn’t
exactly cheap, either: the US Department of Energy estimates
that adding CCS technology to power plants would double their
costs, raising energy rates by 21 to 91%.

Second, transporting the bulk of CO2 that would have to be
stored is no small feat. When fossil fuels are burned, the carbon
atoms that make up the fuel are bound to two oxygen atoms. As
a result, the mass of the CO2 emissions are considerably greater
than the mass of the original fuel. For example, if you burn one
ton of coal that has a carbon content of 78%, you wind up
producing almost three tons of carbon dioxide. If one has to
transport that mass any significant distance to bury it, the
infrastructure costs become a problem. One estimate, made by
Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific and Research

Organization, suggests that the transport component of CCS
becomes cost-prohibitive if it is more than 100km to the point of
burial.

Third, there are questions of both durability and safety: what
is put underground does not always stay underground. And in
the case of CO2, which is 1.5 times denser than air, the
consequences of large scale leaks can be devastating. 

A telling example comes from a volcanic eruption in
Cameroon. When Lake Nyos erupted in 1986, a mass of CO2 and
water was ejected that suffocated 1,700 people, 3,500 head of
livestock, as well as large quantities of local wildlife as it spread
across the land. Imagine the problems Alberta could get for a
leaky CO2 reservoir, or massive pipeline rupture!

Carbon capture and storage faces innumerable problems,
and, many analysts believe, is more likely vapour-ware than
hardware. 

It’s understandable that Premier Stelmach would like to
improve the environmental reputation of Alberta, and he may
think that paying $2 billion to promote a technology of dubious
merit is a cheap way to buy good publicity. But one has to ask,
who should fund what is in essence a $2 billion dollar PR
campaign for the tar sands, Alberta’s taxpayers or the companies
that seek to profit from it?

Kenneth P. Green serves as an advisor to the Frontier Centre for
Public Policy and is a Resident Scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute. 0

CARBON CAPTURE from page 1

AT FULFORD HARBOUR
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER

Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

20
TU

0723
1207
1643

10.8
8.5

10.2

3.3
2.6
3.1

21
WE

0005
0818
1308
1710

1.6
10.8
8.9
9.8

0.5
3.3
2.7
3.0

22
TH

0045
0914
1423
1735

2.0
10.8
9.2
9.5

0.6
3.3
2.8
2.9

23
FR

0128
1010
1603
1753

2.3
10.8
9.2
9.2

0.7
3.3
2.8
2.8

24
SA

0212
1102

2.6
10.8

0.8
3.3

25
SU

0300
1148

3.3
10.8

1.0
3.3

26
MO

0353
1226

3.9
10.5

1.2
3.2

27
TU

0452
1258
2002
2351

4.6
10.5
6.9
7.5

1.4
3.2
2.1
2.3

28
WE

0556
1324
2019

5.2
10.2
5.9

1.6
3.1
1.8

29
TH

0138
0656
1348
2039

7.9
5.9

10.2
5.2

2.4
1.8
3.1
1.6

30
FR

0254
0750
1408
2059

8.2
6.6

10.2
4.3

2.5
2.0
3.1
1.3

31
SA

0354
0838
1427
2124

9.2
7.2

10.2
3.3

2.8
2.2
3.1
1.0

1
SU

0447
0922
1446
2151

9.8
7.9

10.2
2.3

3.0
2.4
3.1
0.7

2
MO

0536
1006
1505
2223

10.2
8.5

10.5
1.6

3.1
2.6
3.2
0.5

3
TU

0625
1050
1528
2259

10.8
8.9

10.5
1.0

3.3
2.7
3.2
0.3

4
WE

0716
1139
1556
2340

11.2
9.5

10.5
0.7

3.4
2.9
3.2
0.2

AT POINT ATKINSON
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER

Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

20
TU

0013
0723
1243
1740

2.6
14.8
10.5
13.8

0.8
4.5
3.2
4.2

21
WE

0051
0814
1334
1810

2.6
14.8
10.8
13.5

0.8
4.5
3.3
4.1

22
TH

0130
0906
1432
1840

3.0
14.8
11.2
12.8

0.9
4.5
3.4
3.9

23
FR

0210
1000
1546
1911

3.6
14.8
11.5
12.1

1.1
4.5
3.5
3.7

24
SA

0253
1054
1717
1950

4.3
14.4
11.2
11.5

1.3
4.4
3.4
3.5

25
SU

0340
1147
1844
2057

4.9
14.1
10.5
10.8

1.5
4.3
3.2
3.3

26
MO

0433
1234
1937
2256

5.9
14.1
9.8

10.2

1.8
4.3
3.0
3.1

27
TU

0535
1314
2012

6.6
14.1
8.9

2.0
4.3
2.7

28
WE

0056
0642
1348
2040

10.5
7.2

13.8
7.9

3.2
2.2
4.2
2.4

29
TH

0217
0746
1418
2108

11.2
7.9

13.8
6.9

3.4
2.4
4.2
2.1

30
FR

0317
0840
1443
2135

11.8
8.5

13.8
5.6

3.6
2.6
4.2
1.7

31
SA

0407
0928
1508
2205

12.8
8.9

13.8
4.6

3.9
2.7
4.2
1.4

1
SU

0453
1011
1533
2236

13.8
9.5

14.1
3.3

4.2
2.9
4.3
1.0

2
MO

0539
1053
1600
2311

14.4
10.2
14.1
2.3

4.4
3.1
4.3
0.7

3
TU

0624
1135
1630
2348

15.1
10.8
14.1
1.6

4.6
3.3
4.3
0.5

4
WE

0712
1219
1703

15.4
11.2
14.1

4.7
3.4
4.3

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
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Durable dock systems for
exposed locations

Ross Walker 
250-537-9710

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca 
www.islandmarine.caOn Time & On Budget

Tide Table Courtesy of

OnsiteConcrete.ca  
1-877-MIX-HERE (649-4373)

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Mixing  fresh
concrete at

your site

Your Island’s Concrete Solution

With Onsite Concrete there is no waste and
less impact on the environment. 

Only pay for what you use.

IS YOUR

WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

fax: 250-656-0443     Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net

2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

250-656-1334

Drilling the Islands since 1965
1-800-746-7444 SSI: 250-537-8456
www.drillwell.com         drill@drillwell.com

• WATER WELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

• DRILLING FOR GEOSOURCE

What is a 
property worth
without water?

May joins international figures in climate change debate
‘Climate change is mankind’s defining crisis, and demands a
commensurate response.’ That’s the resolution to be argued in
the fourth semi-annual Munk debate, to be held in December on
the eve of the Copenhagen summit.

Canadian Green Party Leader Elizabeth May will debate
together with three internationally-known figures in the climate
change controversy, Bjorn Lomborg, Lord Nigel Lawson, and
George Monbiot. All four have authored books on the climate
crisis.

May (Global Warming For Dummies and Losing
Confidence: Power, Politics, and the Crisis in Canadian
Democracy) will join with acclaimed environmental activist and
Guardian columnist George Monbiot in arguing for an ambitious
global response to climate change. His bestselling book Heat:
How to Stop the Planet Burning outlines how massive
reductions in carbon emissions are both necessary and possible
for modern economies. 

Opposing a robust international response to climate change
is Bjorn Lømborg, professor at Copenhagen Business School and
acclaimed author of The Skeptical Environmentalist and Cool It,
two hugely influential books questioning the social and financial
costs of climate change mitigation. He will be joined by Lord
Nigel Lawson, former Chancellor of the Exchequer in the United
Kingdom, and author of the acclaimed book An Appeal to
Reason: A Cool Look at Global Warming.

Rudyard Griffiths, the director and moderator of the Munk
Debates, comments: ‘By holding our debate six short days in
advance of Copenhagen we hope to acquaint Canadians about
what has surely become one of the great public policy questions

of our time: what should be the global response to climate
change?’

In an era where political spin and public grandstanding are
fast displacing serious discussion about the challenges facing
Canada and the world, the Munk Debates provide a lively and
substantive forum for leading thinkers to discuss the pressing
issues of our time. 

Two debates are held each year, one in the spring and one in
the fall. Previous Munk Debate participants include US diplomat
Richard Holbrooke, activist Mia Farrow, journalist Charles
Krauthammer, historian Niall Ferguson, former diplomat
Stephen Lewis and former general Rick Hillier.

The Munk Debates is a signature initiative of the Aurea
Foundation, a charitable organization established in 2006 by
Peter and Melanie Munk to support Canadian institutions
involved in the study and development of public policy.

‘Our philanthropy is aimed primarily at improving the quality
and vitality of public debate in Canada,’ said Peter Munk,
speaking about the rationale for the Munk Debates. 

CBC Radio’s ‘Ideas,’ The Globe and Mail and CPAC (the
public interest cable channel) take each event’s discussion to the
larger public.

The advisory board for the Debates includes Andrew Coyne,
Devon Cross, Allan Gotlieb, George Jonas, Margaret MacMillan,
Anthony Munk and Janice Gross Stein.

The debates are open to the public. The climate change
debate will take place on Tuesday, December 1 at the Toronto
Royal Conservatory-TELUS Centre for the Performing Arts, at
7pm, with a reception to follow. 0

A Tradition of  Live Jazz ~ Paul S White
Saturna’s community hall, with its astonishing acoustics, is a
great, if select, venue for jazz and, once a year for the last ten
years, has introduced Islanders to live jazz. This year on Labour
Day Weekend eighty people, from a total population of 300,
heard classic jazz played by able performers which left
musicians, dancers and listeners happy.

The Jazz Dance’s premier aim is to maintain the century-old
tradition of live musicians playing live music for live people. For
me, there is no publicly acceptable practice known that is more
satisfying than a live session with competent professional
musicians. Sound bonding players and audience is what has
helped jazz to be the art form it is. 

Live jazz has been harder to find in recent decades as
electronic technology, commercial greed, and disrepectful
instrumentalists pushed live jazz out of reach of live audiences. 

The Saturna Jazz Dance relies on minimal sound technology,
has no ties to greed, and its players communicate with audience
with respect, skill, and devotion to the happiest of music. There
is more to the evening than playing, listening, dancing and
clapping. Musicians must be heard and rewarded for their art
and the practice of it, and they in turn respect the people who pay
to see and hear them play.

Players also respect each other and Jazz Dances have been
kept fresh by having new mixes of excellent players perfoming
tried and true tunes which earned their places in ‘the book’
because they please the ears. Those tunes which survive being
worked to death since the end of the 19th Century open both
doors and ears. They thrill both those who enjoy familiarity and
people who might never have heard the notes and harmonies
and rhythms and lyrics, or never seen a working band of
professional musicians in living flesh with live sound.

In pursuit of easy money, the recording industry and its new
internet ally have worked hard at drowning musical
performance in its own bathwater. Live music is a green oasis in
the desert sandstorm of electronic gimmickry, despite the dearth
of dedicated presenters.

When classic jazz is played for dancing, as it has been for
more than a century, stages and bandstands provide a little space
for players who must hear each other as they entertain with
chordal romps called ‘collective improvisation’. 

Author Whitney Balliett came close to truth when he called it
‘intense meditation’. From the floor near the bandstand, it may
look like a player is staring right at you, when chances are he is
focused on inner self with imagery of sounds and chords, as he
constructs artfully intoned embellishments and variations to
melodies. He’s concentrating with his intellect on every note and
phrase he’s playing, and in the forms in which he chooses to
present them. He may be looking at you—but don’t expect him to
see you!

My engineering training once roused curiosity about the
physics of music, and about the origins of what we call the
‘western’ (read European) notation in the form of ‘keys’ and
notes, and instructions of how to play them. I was stubborn
about it, and went to Italy to a small monastery located near the
town of Assisi where St Francis practiced his vows of poverty so
long ago. I found the beautiful charts, hand-done with
illuminated script, that were first used to notate the vocal charm
of liturgical music. There was no manual. 

As I dug down, fretted, and muddled in the search of logic to
the secrets of music, I had a small revelation after a week of
research. The explanation I came up with was simple. Music was

LIVE JAZZ , please turn to page 9
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VANCOUVER  
INT’L AIRPORT

NANAIMO
(Departure Bay)

We’re all about the Islands

Our Islands. Our World.
S E A P L A N E SS E A P L A N E S

For scheduled flight info call 

1-800-447-3247
or visit our website at 
seairseaplanes.com

• Eight scheduled flights daily

• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada

• Departure from Seair Terminal at 
Vancouver Int’l Airport

• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal

• Frequent flyer discounts

• Charter flights available to other destinations

• Serving the Gulf Islands and  
Greater Victoria for over 25 years

• Fuel-efficient, cost-effective wood heating

• Solar domestic hot water heaters

• Sales and Installations

Unit 6 - 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

call: 250-386-7643
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Solar Heating

Watch your investment take off with our new 1 year Rate Climber GIC. Rate Climber is 

guaranteed not to drop below your entry rate of 1.25%. Better still, when the market 

picks up, we’ll automatically adjust your interest rate up to a maximum of 2%. Your 

deposit is 100% guaranteed, so you can stop worrying about your money and start 

enjoying the return. Invest in Rate Climber today - only Island Savings has it.

Get this limited time offer working for you.

Aim high with our exclusive Rate Climber GIC.

*  Minimum deposit of $5,000. Non-redeemable over 1 year term. Rates subject to change without notice, and will differ when transferring from existing 
Island Savings investments or accounts. Contact your branch for full details and conditions, or visit www.ISCU.com.

1.25% 
*

OR MORE
ON A 1YR GIC
GUARANTEED

BRENTWOOD (250) 544-4041   CEDAR (250) 722-7073   CHEMAINUS (250) 246-3273   

COWICHAN COMMONS (250) 746-5575    DOUGLAS & BROUGHTON (250) 385-4728   

DOWNTOWN DUNCAN (250) 746-4171   LADYSMITH (250) 245-0456    LAKE COWICHAN (250) 749-6631   

MAYFAIR (250) 385-4476   MILL BAY (250) 743-5534   SALT SPRING (250) 537-5587   WESTSHORE (250) 474-7262   

WOODGROVE (250) 390-7070   www.ISCU.com

On Friday, October 16, a group of scientists,
legislators and environmentalists visited a rare,
primeval forest under threat of clearcut logging.
The forest is in the Upper Incomappleux Valley
near Revelstoke. Trees upward of a thousand
years old stand in approved cutblocks.

The Valhalla Wilderness Society (VWS), in
consultation with several other environmental
groups, has put forward a proposal to protect
the upper Incomappleux and other remnant
stands of ancient forest. It is called the Selkirk
Mountain Caribou Park Proposal. The BC
government has already set aside about 50% of
this park proposal as no-logging zones for
mountain caribou.

The field trip has been organized by the
Valhalla Wilderness Society (VWS). It included
NDP Deputy Environment Critic Michael
Sather, and NDP Government Relations Critic
Guy Gentner. Two international experts on
Inland Temperate Rainforest and a bear
biologist accompanied them.

The rainforest experts were Toby Spribille, a
lichenologist at the University of Graz, Austria,

and BC lichenologist Curtis Björk. With their
colleague, BC lichenologist Trevor Goward,
they have studied coastal and inland rainforest
throughout BC.

They have documented a spectacular 283
species of lichens in the Incomappleux Valley.
Nine of the species were previously unknown to
science. Work to confirm the new species
involved experts from Sweden, Norway and
Australia. The findings of the eight-member
team were reported in a The Bryologist
scientific journal this year.

Bear biologist Wayne McCrory, a director of
the Valhalla Wilderness Society, talked about
the conservation status of grizzly bears in the
Selkirks. Craig Pettit, guide and VWS director,
demonstrated how the ages of the trees were
estimated. ‘The huge cedar trees are up to and
over 3 metres in diameter,’ says Pettitt, ‘Most of
our largest, most accessible ancient cedars are
gone. The ones that remain are in serious
danger. Two-thirds of the Incomappleux have
been heavily clearcut, and the small area
remaining has approved cutblocks in it.’ 0

Protecting ancient treesO
n Thanksgiving Day, the thermometer
minimum was a hair above zero! In the
garden, the cucumber plant leaves

melted overnight leaving the last of the
cucumbers hanging from a skinny vine. The
weather sent me scuttling to the warm-wear
section of my closet. I was surprised to be cold,
hands, toes, just in general. Now that we are up
10ºC again, I feel quite jolly. The harvest moon
was gorgeous for night after warm, cloudless
night as it waxed and waned. 

Turkeys Love Apples
The wind is full of leaves and apples in the
orchard are bonking on the ground to the
delight of the turkeys and the pony. The King
apples have coloured up to some intensity of
red that drives a turkey crazy with hunger. The
young hen turkeys climb up into the trees and
bash them down to the waiting flock. 

The pileated wood peckers have also been
eating the apples. Their usual trick of flying
back after a bit and eating the hornets who have
been attracted to their excavated apple isn’t
working as their are no hornets in my garden
this year. 

A pair of red-tailed hawks have been
hanging around for the last week. They are on
their way south. The resident ravens take every
opportunity to swoop and dive at them. 

Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving on Saturna is always a wonderful
time. Like Easter, the ferries are full, bringing
and returning weekenders and relatives. It’s a
great weekend for the visitors to help with
firewood, and other major jobs that require
brawn and enthusiasm! 

On the Friday, people come to the General
Store to pick-up the turkeys they have ordered.
They yak with the staff and all and sundry, as
plans are made for walks, and dinners and
entertainments. People are in fine form and a
pleasure to be with. We all know we have so
much to be thankful for in our lives on Saturna.

The Rec Centre held their annual
Octoberfest, the Saturna Café had Island
Brewery beer and BBQed sausages. 

Parks and Recreation sponsored a maple
tapping demonstration. Heloise Dixon Warren
and Ted Traer and their three children make
and market birch syrup from Moose Meadows
their farm outside Quesnell. These are serious
farmers and had all of the how-to, the natural
history and marketing well-presented. To the
delight of young and old they had on hand 15
different tree syrups to taste!

RCMP Staffing Changes In
The Wind

Last week, the four-member Southern Gulf
Islands RCMP detachment police detachment
based on Pender held an inter-Island meeting
to discuss police service on our Islands—how do
we rate our service in the context of our needs.  

Sitting in a circle with Islanders from
Galiano, Pender, Mayne and Saturna, RCMP
officers Corporal Linda Simpson, Constable
Tim Gregson and Constable Stephen Merrick
listened intently while a community
crosssection spoke: trustees, firefighters,
emergency personnel, victim services, and just
plain citizens. 

Loudly and clearly, people present
expressed their gratitude for the warmth,

competence, professionalism and goodwill they
encounter from our present RCMP. Most
commented that they see that our RCMP work
hard, often doing more than they are required
to do. It was generally agreed upon that our
current and in the near-past officers have not
needed much ‘Island training’ to get them
working with the communities. Gratitude for
the work the detachment does is balanced by
Islanders’ pride in our own independence and
ability to meet many, critical and day-to-day
needs ourselves.

Representing the RCMP and answering all
questions about RCMP/community relations
was Commander Randy Wilson, a long-time
RCMP officer in urban and rural communities
and Chief Superintendent for Vancouver Island
since May. 

Islanders identified the areas of mutual
concern: Islanders and visitors with mental
health challenges, addictive behaviors around
drugs and alcohol, and illegal driving practices.
Islanders noted that there are two communities
to serve on each island, the summer and the
winter community. 

All of the attendees agreed that for their part
they are working to maximum output—paid
and volunteer—and their challenge is lack of
staffing and funding, particularly from the
provincial government, for Island-provided
services and infrastructure. 

Both Islanders and the Chief
Superintendent also said that our current police
coverage is not sustainable—it is underfunded.
Chief Superintendent Wilson, explained that as
a society, we no longer have the financial
resources to support our staffing in the current
configuration. A new federal policy sets out
regulations that RCMP officers must work in
twos. To meet this regulation we can no longer
have a single officer residing on an Island.
Commander Wilson says that the proposal is to
have all officers residing on Pender.

He is firmly of the opinion that rural
communities have very legitimate needs that
are different from urban places and
comprehends the value of an officer who lives,
works, has family, knows and is known on
‘their’ island. Saturna, without a resident
officer, has been fortunate to live within the hub
of the three other Islands.

Commander Wilson explained that a huge
increase in written reports, and general lack of
funding is forcing RCMP detachments to
economize where they can and, at this point,
cities like Nanaimo are actually 24 officers
short. Tahsis, Didinat, and Nanoose are towns
that have already been ‘hubbed’ to larger
population centers in the last year. 

Islanders spoke until they were sure that
Commander Wilson understood that the
message from Island communities is that we
value the social strengths that come from
having an RCMP member in the larger
population lslands and that we fear that the
social services that we provide—mostly
volunteer—will fray further.  

As part of our very local contribution to the
Olympics, we will be ‘lending’ Pender RCMP
member, Tim Gregson for three weeks to help
maintain security on the water. It was explained
that since no legal court work will be done in BC

Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank

SATURNA, please turn to page 9
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Internet Property 
Monitoring Services

WATCH YOUR PROPERTY OVER THE INTERNET 
AS IF YOU WERE THERE...
There’s been a storm on the island. What does your property look like? 
Trees down? Road need clearing? Is there damage to the House or Yard? 

Imagine viewing your slice of paradise at any time and from anywhere and 
be notified immediately with an Email Video of any activity on the property.

STARTING FROM ONLY $19.95 PER MONTH
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For a different perspective

www.alcy.ca
by Tom Varzeliotis
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Meet your friends,
grab a coffee, 

pastry or sandwich
and stay awhile!

We are located above
the lower pool

Our Beer & Wine Store 
is also open

7 days a week,

Wireless internet
access available

     ...open 7 days a week from 9 - 5k fdd7 d k fff
Moorings Cafe...

BC Ferries CEO David Hahn was certainly seen to be earning his
million dollar salary over the Thanksgiving Weekend during the
crisis resulting from the unfortunate fire aboard the Spirit of
Vancouver Island. Hahn and his staff were front and centre
handling the chaos of getting British Columbians to their
families and turkey, and back, on Canada’s big weekend. There
is no spare capacity with a ship missing when demand is at its
highest.

But when traffic is relatively low, BCFerries feels that it can
cut service without consultation, as it will this winter with one of
the Nanaimo–Horseshoe Bay weekday evening roundtrips. The
point has frequently been made that cutting out a ferry run is like
closing a road—there must be an alternative route. In this case
BC Ferries says that the Duke Point/Tsawwassen run is an
alternative, and for some travellers, it may be.

This is an example of what happens when you measure the
performance of infrastructure (the ferry service) by the traffic on
parts of it—you start cutting out the ‘unprofitable’ parts, hacking
away at the complete, predictable service. 

However, the essential characteristic of infrastructure is its

availability over the long term—this is why it is called
infrastructure and should be measured by the overall quality of
service, not its corporate ‘profitability.’ 

Affordability is also an important part of availability. As BC
Ferries has been discovering this past summer, traffic can be
extraordinarily sensitive to fare levels. Lower fares can lead to
increased traffic—the demand was there all the time.

Traffic levels don’t equate to demand unless fares are fair.
People depend on infrastructure. They make long-term and

life-altering decisions, involving major investments, with
justifiable expectations that infrastructure is essentially
permanent. They expect their needs will be considered first when
changes are contemplated. 

A complete infrastructure service includes both the peaks and
the quiet times.

BCFS should not be thinking that it can cut low-utilization
trips simply because they don’t carry much traffic. This is
particularly cogent when it comes to Minor Routes, where there
is no alternative.0

Tell It To The Whales!
Dear Editor:
‘Tell it to the whales!’ This was the BC Ferry captain’s response to
me after I angrily informed him that 50 feet was far too close to
our endangered Southern Resident Orca population. 

Wednesday evening before Thanksgiving, on my journey
home from work I had the distinct pleasure of seeing a foraging
pod of Orca in Haro Strait, just between Pender and Salt Spring
Island. I was on the top deck, taking photos of the spectacular
sunset when off in the distance I spotted a dorsal fin. As we
approached it became obvious many Orcas that were obviously
chasing a school of fish. I turned, and looked up at the captain.
‘Do you see them?’ he said excitedly. ‘Yes! I sure do!’ I replied. We
were quickly approaching the pod, as we got closer and closer the
feeling of joy was replaced with disbelief. Not only was the ship
not slowing down, it didn’t alter course. 

Since I am a mariner and have been all my life, I am well
aware that large ships (such as ferries) don’t have the same
maneuverability as smaller vessels do. The captain saw those
animals well in advance and he had every opportunity to not only
slow down (and put the ship into neutral if necessary), but to
alter his course enough to evade these starving mammals. At this
point, there were a number of people out on deck and several
standing next to me observing the black fins and the incredible
sunset. As we got even closer, I turned around to see what the
captain was doing and thought to myself, ‘is he aware of how
close he is?’ He came within 20-30 feet of one male of the port
bow and another about 50-75 feet directly off the bow—going
well above 10 knots, I might add. 

The passengers around me were as upset and disgusted as I.
I informed those in earshot that these are an endangered species
and there is a reason for these Marine Mammal Viewing
Guidelines. Then the captain came back out to get a better look,
and this is when I tried to tell him that Southern Resident Orca
are endangered and his conduct of the vessel was most
inappropriate. I’ll never forget the smile on his face and the
insolent tone of his response: ‘Tell it to the whales.’

I have had the honour to work as a whale warden in the
Robson Bight (Michael Bigg) Ecological Reserve in Johnstone
Strait informing boaters about the Northern Resident Orca and
the importance of the rubbing beaches. I have also worked in
Southern Resident Orca territory. Almost every time wardens
chat with a recreational boater about viewing distances, they are
completely unaware that the Southern Resident Orcas are listed
as en endangered species. How are people unaware of this? 

The Killer Whale is one of the most iconic mammals of BC
and it imperative that we stand up and protect the precious few
that remain. There are barely 80 left in the southern population
and in that there are only about 12 breeding females remaining.
Imagine a BC with no more Killer Whales—it would be beyond a
tragedy. 

For those that are unaware of the guidelines They are: reduce
speed to less than 7 knots when within 400 meters of the nearest
whale and never approach or position your vessel closer than 100
meters to any whale. If this is the case, put the engine in neutral
or better yet—shut it off to minimize the underwater noise from
the engine. For further information look up the DFO website:
www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca. If you witness an incident on a ferry as
I did, issue a formal complaint, and follow up by phoning DFO to
report it: 1-800-465-4336. Imagine the difference each of us can
make if we refuse to allow these animals to be harassed.

Trisha Nettleship, Sidney

Info At Car Stops
Dear Editor:
Thank you for the offer of out-of-service Island Tides boxes and
the subsequent great suggestion about combination bird
feeder/cedar shake-roofed/mason bee condo/map-brochure
boxes at the Mayne Island Car Stops. Ultimately I used some
boring but serviceable plastic display boxes at five locations

around Mayne. Mayne Islanders are already enthusiastic about
using car stops. Julie Emerson, Mayne Island

Restore Education Funding
The following letter was sent to the Honourable Margaret
MacDiarmid Minister of Education by BC Confederation of
Parent Advisory Councils, Canadian Union of Public
Employees BC, BC School Trustees Association, and BC
Teachers’ Federation.

Dear Minister MacDiarmid:
On September 23, 2009, the elected representatives of British
Columbia’s largest education stakeholder groups agreed to write
you to express our growing concern regarding the recent cuts
made to BC’s public education system. We agreed to send this
unprecedented letter outlining our shared concern about the
cutbacks to programs and grants that are now being felt by
students in classrooms across the province. Through this letter
parents, school workers, teachers, and trustees have come
together to ask you to reverse these damaging cuts. 

British Columbia has one of the best public education
systems in the world. Collectively, all of our members work hard
every day to ensure BC’s students are well supported and receive
the best education possible. We are worried, however, that our
system’s excellent standing is at risk as our ability to meet the
needs of every student erodes due to these cutbacks. 

As minister of education, you have stated that your intent in
these difficult economic times is to protect services for students,
especially vulnerable students. However, unfunded cost
pressures such as salary and Medical Service Plan increases, as
well as costs associated with rising BC Hydro rates, H1N1
prevention, gas prices, the Harmonized Sales Tax, and carbon
neutrality mean less district funding is available to directly
support students. 

Additionally, the cancellation of the $110 million Annual
Facilities Grant part way through the year has caused significant
disruption. Many boards had already committed to school
repairs prior to being informed that the normally expected
funding would not be forthcoming. While some boards were able
to divert funds earmarked for other projects to pay for the
repairs, others were left with significant deficits, and many
support and trades positions have been eliminated. We are also
very concerned that there are no indications in the budget
documents released on September 1, 2009, that the Annual
Facilities Grant will be restored. 

The decision to transfer stable CommunityLINK funding for
vulnerable students from the Ministry of Education’s core
services to the less reliable gaming grants program, also causes
education partner groups a great deal of concern. There is no
guarantee that funding for this critically important program will
be forthcoming in years to come, resulting in significant impact
on our most vulnerable students as well as our Aboriginal
students. 

Furthermore, the decision to fund CommunityLINK through
gaming grants has forced other important community programs,
such as support for school sports and Parent Advisory Councils,
to be reduced or cancelled. As parent fundraising efforts increase
in order to make up for the lost gaming funds, their energies will
be diverted from conversations around educational goals in their
respective schools. 

The result of the above funding decisions will likely result in
long-term instability, larger class sizes, and reduced services for
students including those with special needs. School sporting
events will be at risk, and Parent Advisory Councils will have to
reduce support for student supplies, field trips, computers, and
library books. Schools in poorer communities will be hardest hit
by these cuts. Districts will be forced to reduce staffing and
student support services, including teachers, special education
assistants, and counsellors. 

LETTERS, please turn to next page



On behalf of the BC Confederation of Parent Advisory
Councils, the BC School Trustees Association, the BC Teachers’
Federation, and the Canadian Union of Public Employees BC, we
urge you to reverse these cuts to prevent significant erosion of
BC’s outstanding public education system.

Ann Whiteaker (BC-CPAC), Connie Denesiuk (BC STA),
Irene Lanzinger (BCTF), and Barry O’Neill (CUPE-BC)

The Bird & The Constitution
Dear Editor:
If we had a bird for Thanksgiving dinner, chances are we washed
it down with a gravy of guilt that wasn’t present in my day. Now,
not only do we have to think about the suffering of factory birds,
we have to fret and wonder why so many earth people have little
to eat or even anything at all. It’s true that many people were cash
poor when I was growing up, (80 odd years ago) but most people
still lived outside the big cities and could scratch out enough food
on small plots to keep families reasonably well fed. With organic
meat and vegetables. Certifiably organic. That was before
chemicals became king. That was before corporations became
persons.

I am thankful for the Constitution of Canada. The
Constitution contains the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The
Constitution of Canada is at least a guide to a better, fairer way of
governing ourselves. 

Because BC is becoming a harsh place, with men, women and
children scrambling for substance while choking on social
cutbacks, that doesn’t mean this is the earthly norm. Or the norm
for other countries, localities, world bodies, or even other
provinces in Canada.  

I don’t think there are any other provincial leaders trying to
incite people-poverty, and bust the back of health care—all with
a few secret cabinet meetings. It’s amazing. It’s shock and awe. 

But the Canadian Constitution is still there. There is hope.
Even the judicial decisions that declare that corporations have
the right to act as persons without responsibilities to anyone but
their shareholders and who, by law, can be sued if they don’t
make money, more money, and even more money, regardless of
environmental destructions, are under attack. I think we are

headed into a new area. Let’s all be thankful today and tomorrow
for the Constitution of Canada.  Betty Krawczyk, Vancouver

Another Poor CPP Fund Investment 
A version of the following letter was sent to the federal Minister
of Finance.
Dear Minister Flaherty: 
After the past year’s experiences I was hoping you would have
intervened, on behalf of the beneficiaries, at the Canada Pension
Plan Investment Board to impose greater investment prudence.
The absence of replies or remarks by you or your representative
indicates otherwise. I can only assume this means business as
usual at the CPP Fund.

That condition is disturbing and surely incompatible with the
expectations of parliamentarians and beneficiaries alike. In my
last letter to you I presented material relating to the CPP IB take-
over of Macquarie Communications Group. It was a large
investment of about $2 billion for the purchase of an over-
indebted enterprise that is arguably in an industry group now in
global retreat. (Macquarie Communications Group provides
communication and broadcast infrastructure services in the
UK and Australia - Ed.)

Today I want to introduce you to another example of CPP IB
investing that further illustrates why we should all be anxious.

The CPP IB just announced that, in partnership with Sterling
Partners, it is proposing to purchase the assets of Livingston
International Income Fund at the equivalence of $8 per unit or
an approximate total of $270 million. That means that the
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SALT SPRING ISLAND:  
Mike Garside • 250-537-5527
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Doug Strong • 1-877-655-1141 • (652-1141)
7178 W. Saanich Rd
OAK BAY: 
Gary Law  •  250-592-5544
112-2187 Oak Bay Avenue
SAANICHTON: 
DAN OLIVE • 1-877-633-0877   
Anchor Insurance Agencies Ltd., 2-7855 East Saanich Road 

www.seafirstinsurance.com
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‘What’s On?’ Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
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3110 DOUGLAS ST. VICTORIA, BC  V8Z 3K4   
across from Mayfair Shopping Centre,
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www.blueridgeinn.ca

* Single occupancy. Subject to availability. Valid to March 31, 2003
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Our quality accommodation includes:
indoor pool, sauna, 
free parking, in-room coffee, 
a convenient location 
and a warm welcome. 
Stay with us.
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* Single occupancy. Subject to availability. Valid to March 31, 2010.
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Thurs, Oct 22, Nov 5 & Hallowe’en
Pender Film Group Screenings—THU OCT 22: Mad City
Chickens (2008)—a look into raising chickens in the city; SAT OCT

31: Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince (2009)—Harry
begins his 6th year at Hogwarts and learns more about Lord
Voldemort’s dark past; THUR NOV 5: Food Inc. (2008)—exposing
the underbelly of the North American food industry hidden from
the consumer with the consent of government • 7:30pm unless
otherwise noted • Community Hall • Admission by donation •
Info: www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, October 24
Mayne Island Music Society presents Billet Deux—Seattle-
based quintet; acoustic jazz
influenced by Django Reinhardt;
modern gypsy jazz at its finest; hosted
by Jurgen Gothe; opening
performance by Mayne Island’s Vox
Trium • Agricultural Hall • 7pm •
Tickets: $15 advance at Happy Tides •
Info: 250-539-5456, www.musiconmayne.ca, dvf@gulfislands.com •
ON MAYNE ISLAND

Saturday, October 24
Harvest Grape Stomp at Salt Spring Vineyards—free event
to celebrate the harvest; come stomp away an afternoon with wine
and food tastings, live entertainment, wine and boutique
discounts; bring a picnic or buy local cheeses, breads, tapenade on
site • Salt Spring Vineyards, 151 Lee Rd (just off the Fulford-
Ganges Rd) • 12-5pm • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Tues, Oct 27 to Mon, Nov 9
Gulf Islands Drop-In Seasonal Influenza (Flu) Clinics—
no appointment necessary; free influenza vaccine for residents 65
and older only and residents in long-term care homes; PENDER:
Tues Oct 27: 10am–2pm, Parish Hall; GALIANO: Wed Nov 4:
1:30–4pm, Lion’s Hall; MAYNE: Mon Nov 9: 1:30–3:30pm,
Community Activity Centre; SALT SPRING: Thurs Oct 29 & Thurs
Nov 5: 10:00am–noon and 1–3pm, Lady Minto Meeting Room;
SATURNA: Wed, Oct 28: 11:30am–3pm, Community Hall • Info:
250-539-3099 • ON PENDER, GALIANO, MAYNE & SALT
SPRING & SATURNA ISLANDS

Thursday, October 29 
Lester Quitzau Trio—acoustic
and electric, soulful, folk blues and
roots music • Pender Islands
Community Hall • 7:30pm •
Advance tickets $18 @ Talisman
Books and Southridge Country Store, $20 door • Info:
www.lesterq.com • ON PENDER ISLAND

Thurs, Oct 29 thru Mon, Nov 9
Crystal Journey Presents—a musical, vibrational and colour

journey through our solar system with 10
Paiste Planet Gongs, Quartz Crystal Bowls
and Vibraphone; CAMPBELL RIVER: Oct 29:
Ocean Resort; COURTENAY: Oct 30: Old
Church Theatre; QUADRA: Nov 1: Cape
Mudge United Church; SALT SPRING: Nov 2:

Salt Spring Centre of Yoga; MAYNE: Nov 3: Community Centre;
VICTORIA: Nov 6 & 7: Conservatory of Music; NANAIMO: Nov 8:
Unity of Nanaimo at Ecole Oceane School, 12:30pm; GABRIOLA:
Nov 9: Community Hall, 7pm • All shows 7:30pm unless
otherwise noted • Info: www.crystaljourney.ca • IN CAMPBELL
RIVER, COURTENAY, QUADRA, VICTORIA, NANAIMO, & ON SALT
SPRING, MAYNE, GABRIOLA ISLANDS

Thur, Nov 5 thru Wed, Dec 2 
Red Tree Gallery: Bev Peden and Monica Bennett—
Pender's Artisan Co-op features paintings and etchings by Bev
Peden and hand-felted wearables by Monica Bennett; SAT NOV 7:
Artists' reception; come meet the artists; 11am-4pm • Red Tree
Gallery, 4301 Bedwell Harbour Rd, Hope Bay • Info:
www.redtreegallery.ca 250-629-6800 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Fri to Sun, November 6, 7 & 8
20th Annual Nanaimo Professional Craft Fair—62 crafters
selling coffees to belt buckles, hourly door prizes, grand prize:
Nintendo Wii Family Fun and Fitness System, wheelchair
accessible, refreshments available • Rec Centre, 2300 Bowen
Road • FRI NOV 7: 12-8pm; SAT NOV 8: 10am-5pm; SUN NOV 9:
10am-4pm • Admission $4 (unlimited re-entry), CLIP THIS AD
FOR $1 OFF ONE ADMISSION • Info: 250-758-6545 or
lindaknecht@shaw.ca • IN NANAIMO

Saturday, November 7
Jose Sanchez Cuban Party, Dance and Fundraiser—dance
to Cuban rhythms and help Terralingua bring indigenous
Rarámuri people from northern Mexico to Salt Spring for an
intercultural exchange; come early for a free salsa class, silent
auction, traditional Mexican food • Fulford Hall • 8pm, doors
open 6:30 pm • Tickets: $20 Salt Spring Books & Acoustic Planet
Music • Info: 250-538-0939 email: taguila@terralingua.org
www.terralingua.org • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Saturday, November 14
The Group of One, John W. Russell—
exhibit of 60 works to mark the 50th
anniversary of the artist’s death •
Renaissance Studio, 3302 Port
Washington Road • 3-7pm • Info: 250-
629-3070 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Sunday, November 15
That’s Al Folks—a one-man play by consumer Alan Weeks
followed by a cafe-style forum on mental health; refreshments will
be served • 1pm • South End Hall • Admission by donation • ON
GALIANO ISLAND

Local & Salish Sea-wide
Visibility For Your Event

islandtides@islandtides.com • 250-629-3660
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GDP: Economics As If
Nothing Mattered~ Elizabeth May
Many readers will recall E F Schumacher’s landmark book Small
is Beautiful but may have forgotten its sub-title—Economics As
If People Mattered. New Zealand economist Marilyn Waring
followed up in 1988 with If Women Counted: A New Feminist
Economics—essentially about economics as if women mattered. 

Given the recent economic crisis, it is surprising that more
people are not asking key questions about what does count in
modern economic theory. We need to ask whether the prevalent
demand for growth at any cost, measured by GDP, has any
relevance. Does anything—including the resilience of the
economy itself—matter?

Many thoughtful observers have probed this question.
Though GDP has become the touch-stone of economic success,
those in the field of ecological economics have long criticized the
use of Gross Domestic Product as a useful indicator of anything. 

GDP simply claims that if it is growing, things are good. If it
is falling, society as a whole must buck up and start spending.
Indicators of ‘consumer confidence’ are weakened by such
subversive acts as making your own gifts, eating at home and
walking when the SUV is available.   

Perhaps one of the first prescient critics was the late Senator
Robert F Kennedy, who in 1968, scant weeks before his death
said: 

‘Too much and too long, we have surrendered community
excellence and community values in the mere accumulation of
material things…. The (GDP) counts air pollution and cigarette
advertising and ambulances to clear our highways of carnage. 

Yet the gross national product does not allow for the health
of our children, the quality of their education, or the joy of their
play. It measures neither our wit nor our courage; neither our
wisdom nor our learning; neither our compassion nor our
devotion to our country. It measures everything, in short,
except that which makes life worthwhile.’

GDP measures only the amount of money that changes
hands. It tells us nothing of real value. For years, Greens have
been calling for a measurement of ‘genuine progress.’ Measuring
a society’s well-being by the amount of money exchanged allows
a positive reading on any major disaster that drives up spending
on funerals and coffins. It counts the last cod out of the Atlantic
as positive but which would record time spent at home with
family as of no value. 

The nation of Bhutan actually has a measurement of what
really matters. It is their ‘Gross Domestic Happiness’ index. The
United Nations has a measurement of human well-being,
demonstrating the health of societies like Costa Rica with its over
90% literacy rates—Canada fares better on GDP, but less well on
literacy. 

A measurement that embraces the health of eco-systems, the
resilience of community, human health, gender equity, the gap
between the wealthiest and poorest, the level of meaningful
work, and the sense of civic engagement would truly tell us about
the level of human progress in that society. That is the essence of
an index of ‘genuine progress.’

Now finally, one of the leaders of the G-8 has embraced this
analysis. Last January, French President Nicolas Sarkozy
commissioned two Nobel Prize winners in economics, Joseph
Stiglitz and Amartya Sen, to advise on a new method for tracking
France’s economic wellbeing. In mid-September, the report was
released. On the eve of the G-20 summit in Pittsburgh, this
major report called for an end to the laser-like focus on GDP and
endorsed a more meaningful measure. 

In a speech at the Sorbonne accepting the report’s
recommendations, Sarkozy attacked what he termed GDP-
fetishism and pointed out that the recent economic melt-down
could be traced to the obsession with growth in isolation.

‘For years statistics have registered an increasingly strong
economic growth as a victory over shortage until it emerged that
this growth was destroying more than it was creating,’ said
Sarkozy. ‘The crisis doesn’t only make us free to imagine other
models, another future, another world. It obliges us to do so.’
(The Guardian, September 14, 2009)

Imagine that. A major world leader has suggested that the
global economic melt-down requires us to rethink the dismal
science itself. 

LETTERS from previous page
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Pleasure
Craft Operators Card 

As of September 15 all those who drive a
motorized marine pleasure craft must have a Pleasure Craft
Operator Card (PCOC). Even if the vessel is not being used with
its motor, the operator must still possess the card. You need to
take a test to obtain the card and it is recommended that you take
a boating safety course to prepare and update your skills and
knowledge. The course will outline the minimum safety
equipment requirements required on board your boat, the
Canadian Buoy system, how to share waterways, a review of all
pertinent regulations, and how to respond in an emergency
situation. 

Contact your local Coast Guard for referrals to companies and
organizations offering the test preparation course. There are
options for class study, correspondence, internet and self-study.
On the Islands Canadian Power & Sail Squadron offer a course
which incorporates the necessary information and is good fun. 

Gliding Along ~ Contributed by Harry
Burton

Doc Paynter feels better than an expectant mother who has just
given birth. Except that a mother that takes nine months to
create a child; Doc’s birthing process  took 42 years.

Doc started work on a Fauvel 361 glider, dubbed a flying
wing, about 42 years ago and he finally saw it successfully flown
at Hope on October 5. It performed marvellously, after some
customary, low-level tests conducted by a test pilot on the day
before.  

During the first real flight, the test pilot took it through all it’s
paces at about 4,000 feet and it stayed aloft for over an hour.

It got excellent approval. Doc was ecstatic. He was a happy
birth-mother. You can see some of the flights online
www.youtube.com seach ‘fauvel 361.’

Buy a Beer for the Arts
Lulu Performing Arts of Gabriola Island has collaborated with
Longwood Brewery in Nanaimo to present ‘Lulu Lager’. Partial
proceeds from the sale of Lulu Lager on tap or in bottles helps
support the Lulu Performing Arts concert season and other
projects. Kudos to this arts organization for creating innovative
funding sources and making up for the provincial cuts to arts
funding. Perhaps Lulu should next approach a particularly large
and successful corporation specializing in yoga apparel—
Lululemon.

Coastal Inspirations Mural Mosaic ~
Contributed by Nancy Ruhl

‘Kunamokst’ is Chinook jargon for ‘together’. Kunamokst,
Coastal Inspirations is a mural project that is bringing together

west coast artists with the amalgamation of two hundred
and thirty-one 12"x12" panels (see photo next page). The
chosen artists for the project have each been mailed a

segment of the painted mural. Individual artists then
overpaint the panel with an aspect of westcoast life, staying
within the predetermined values and shapes in their panel. The
assembled panels will then fit together to becomes a piece of the
completed mural mosaic image. The final product will be a
mystery to all of the participants until the unveiling. 

The Kunamokst mural began with a small group of Galiano
people committed to working together to support the arts and
honour its Island community. The project involves many artists
from Galiano including Kenna Fair, Keith Holmes and Annette

Round The Islands

Share the ride! The Car Stop crew installed 25 car stops all around
Mayne Island (wearing their official Car Stop tiaras and caps). The
Mayne Car Stop map/ brochure and ‘I Give Rides’ sign are available at
five of them, and are downloadable at: www.mayneliner.com/carstops.
Pender Island was the first Island to have car stops—who’s next?
Southern Gulf Islands car stops are supported by the Capital
Regional District. Live in Cowichan Valley, Nanaimo or Comox-
Strathcona Regional District? Ask you local director.

RTI, please turn to next page



Shaw. Kunamokst Coastal Inspirations mural mosaic has
expanded to embrace talented artists from many communities
and ports, including Robert Bateman and Roy Vickers. View the
emerging mural at:  www.muralmosaic.com/kunamokst.html.

The Mural Mosiac idea was the brainchild of renowned
Canadian artist  Lewis Lavoie, and is co-
produced by Phil Alain and Paul Lavoie.
Lewis created the first mural in 1997. The
first community mural was created in
Alberta in 2004.

Mural Mosaic has already managed to
help raise over half a million dollars for
various causes while bolstering the careers
of hundreds of artists! Visit the website
www.muralmosaic.com.

Networking The Good
Life

~ Contributed by Brian
Crumblehulme 

Anyone with ears and eyes cannot help but
notice that the climate, the culture, the
politics and the economy are changing fast,
and this is just the beginning. As individuals
we cannot stand like the proverbial Dutch
boy with our finger in the dike with an
intent to stop it. But together we can prepared and plan our lives
before they are planned for us. 

Islanders are not waiting for governments to take action;
planning and information get-togethers are happening
throughout the region. Mayne’s Good Life Festival was one of
many festivals, conferences and brainstorm sessions. On
September 26 and 27, representatives from five Islands gathered
for a mini-conference on transport, food security, home energy,

and water saving. 
Dwelling on the downside does not help anyone; seeking

opportunities allows us to make life even better. On Mayne,
some forty inter-Island attendees networked and participated in
the sometimes intense discussions. Three panel discussions and

three speakers, Ann & Gord Baird, Carolyn Harriot and Brandy
Gallagher, maintained a high energy exchange of ideas that left
many delegates reeling with the sheer volume of information. 

Following the closing speech it was Mayne’s turn to showcase
some of its latest energy efficient vehicles, year-round produce
gardens and energy-efficient homes. 

Most Islanders are so by choice. Indeed the last twenty five
years has seen a huge increase in the number of ‘newcomers’

from places east. Urban and often newly retired escapees have
changed Island demographics from ‘rural independent’ to ‘urban
with a view’, and with vistas such as we have it’s hard to
contemplate a changing world. Sadly, many local Islanders chose
to stay away that weekend and enjoy the last of the fall sunshine,

leaving the more determined to contemplate the future.
At the same time, these issues will not go away and we
need to plan and take action to keep our Salish Sea
Good Life happening. 

Luckily there are many more opportunities. Forums
are planned through the region: the Resilient Mayne
Dialogue and the BC Hydro Climate Change Café in
Courtenay, both on October 20; the Gulf Islands
Alliance’s All Islands Gathering on Salt Spring and the
Sustainable Gabriola Community Meeting, both on
October 24; and the Food Security Dialogue on Galiano
early in the New Year. Look for others near you. 

‘Do Whatever It Takes To Get Us
Below 350ppm!’ ~ Contributed by

Shoshanah Ray
Saturday, October 24 is also the global day of action on
climate change and Salt Spring is certainly doing that.
Shoshanah Ray tells us:

Climate change is in everyone’s heads, and as the
December United Nations Climate Treaty talks in Copenhagen
approach, many are wondering how our nations are ever going
to find the will to create this new treaty. 

To make loud and clear the message that we need commit to
change now, the  folks at 350.org, partnered with hundreds of
environmental and political action groups around the globe, are
calling for the most widespread day of environmental action ever
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Still Fishing — but is it for fish or diamonds? Fulford Harbour, Salt Spring Island in October sunshine.

R
enaissance Gallery on Pender Island
has a fine reputation for auspicious and
remarkable exhibitions. The

forthcoming exhibition of the work of the famous
Canadian artist, John
W Russell (1879-
1959), will be one of
the most important art
events of the year in
the Southern Gulf
Islands, and
throughout BC.

Russell died fifty
years ago, and
throughout most of
his eighty years of life
was a prolific and
talented artist in all
mediums. 

August Bridle said
in 1941: ‘Russell is our
most versatile brush-master.’ His oils are often
huge and provocative; his watercolors are
delicate and evocative; his pastels are a delight
and his sketches are the work of a master.’
Examples of all aspects of his work will be on
view at this memorable exhibition.

Outside of a major art gallery, where could
you view ten of Russell’s oils, including the
nude painting Modern Fantasy, measuring fifty
square feet, five watercolors, three pastels and

more than forty sketches and engravings?
Gallery owners Jan Huk and his wife Milada
have collected these works for forty years,
during a long friendship with Russell’s second

wife Anna who died
seven years ago.

F o l l o w i n g
Russell’s death, Anna
became the custodian
of his work, refusing
to sell any, and
relying on Jan to
help her display the
numerous paintings
and sketches in her
small home; she even
kept paintings in the
wardrobe. 

After her death
she willed certain
works to Jan and
other artists, and to

former prime minister John Turner. The
majority of her husband’s work was bequeathed
to the National Gallery of Canada, who refused
any that were even slightly in need of restoring.
As Jan is a noted art restorer, he was able to
purchase these works.

When you enter the exhibition you will be

Unique Exhibition On An Island~ Barry Mathias

EXHIBITION, please turn to page 11 

The Kunamokst Coastal Mosaic so far. What will be the underlying picture?
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purchasers will be the direct owner of all assets and liabilities of
the Fund. Today Livingston International Income Fund units are
trading at a slight premium to $8 because Livingston still has the
right to consider other offers.

(Ed’s Note: Livingston is a North American provider of
customs, transportation and integrated logistics services.
Headquartered in Toronto, Ontario, Livingston has
approximately 2,500 employees located at some 100 key
border points, seaports, airports and other strategic locations
across Canada and the United States. Sterling Partners is a 25
year old US private equity firm.)

Now what do the CPP Fund beneficiaries get with this
investment? 

First, Livingston units have been trading at significantly less
than $8 in the face of three successive quarters of substantial
losses. An examination of the unit trading price shows that as of
November of 2008 the Livingston unit price collapsed from
about the $10 level to below $5 by March of 2009 where it
remained until August and early September. This price drop
reflected an income loss before income taxes, in the quarter
ending December 31, 2008, of $133.406 million. The two
subsequent quarters also showed lesser losses. A drop in net
revenues from $73.559 million in the December report to
$61.778 million for the quarter ending June 30 2009 helps
explain why there were losses. 

The business of Livingston had just fallen off as one would
expect with shrinking international commerce. Why the CPP IB
is optimistic at this time escapes me. A quick look at the Baltic
Dry Cargo Index (an index of international shipping rates)
suggests no pick up yet in international trade that would be the
‘bread and butter’ of Livingston’s business. Aside from it being
wrong for the CPP IB to make this investment they have paid an
unwarranted and large premium; about a $100 million too
much.

Second, current liabilities and long term debt appear to
exceed receivables and other tangible assets by a considerable
amount. The most recent Livingston quarterly report listed total
current assets of $174.895 million of which $161.624 million
were receivables. A large receivables account in difficult financial
times is normally thought to be the very manifestation of
imprudence. The rest of the assets comprised of $13.645 million
of property, plant and equipment and two very large amounts of
$146.986 million as “goodwill” and $71.292 million as
“intangible assets”. Now I do not know how you feel about
hypothetical assets but they bother me a lot. In the liabilities
section current liabilities totaled $165.520 million and long term
debt $91.034 million.

So what the CPP IB has done is acquire $256 million of
certain liabilities against $175 million of dubious receivable
assets, and an outlook of continuing losses, for a payment of
nearly $270 million. The CPP Fund will hardly prosper if you

keep allowing the CPP IB to carry on like this.
So who are the beneficiaries of this transaction if not the

owners of the CPP Fund? Certainly the present holders of
Livingston units will escape a big loss, and of course so will the
lenders who have provided Livingston with its operating credit
line and long-term debt. Naturally there will also be some good
fees paid out as well. Erik Andersen, Gabriola Island

Strathcona Park Problem About More
Than Horses

The following letter was sent to BC Premier The Honourable
Gordon Campbell.

Dear Premier:
Don’t it always seem to go, that you don’t know what you’ve got
till it’s gone, is how the song goes. But we know what we have.
The public set aside Strathcona Park for protection 98 years ago,
and as the largest park and only significant area of protected
wilderness on Vancouver Island, it has come to have a strong
conservation role. Why then is the government attempting to
commercialize Strathcona? Private, for profit, horse operations
in Strathcona Park are not only wrong because horses don’t
belong in parks, especially Strathcona, with it’s thin soils, steep
valleys and heavy rainfall, a refuge for bear, elk and cougar, but
also because they are the thin end of the wedge. 

Where horse trails go, so can mountain bikes, motorcycles,
ATV’s, snow mobiles, poaching, erosion, introduction of weed
species, etc; and where one type of commercial operation is
allowed, so may another be, and another. Thoreau said, ‘In
wildness is the preservation of the world.’ As we pave paradise
with whirlwind speed, we need more protection for parks and
wilderness, not less. Please let the government show care for the
future and reverse the decision to commercialize Strathcona. 

Monique Week, Quadra Island

The following letter was sent to the Honourable Barry Penner,
Minister of the Environment.
Dear Sir:
While it may be difficult for people to get excited about whether
a few horses are traveling into little used areas of Strathcona
Park, the issue is only partly about horses. Not that there aren’t
many good reasons not to allow horses into wilderness areas, as
any hiker in Banff National Park will affirm. The main issue is the
extent to which the public is allowed to chart the course and plan
for the future of this beautiful Class-A park, which over the years
has been assaulted by greed and business interests and has only
been protected because of the passion and tenacity of members
of the public who believe that wilderness is not there solely to be
exploited.

The issue is about who makes the decisions for the future of
the Park and what criteria are used to make those decisions. For
Strathcona Park, a long and difficult opposition to the assault of
mining and logging resulted in a document called the Master
Plan, forged from the willingness of people to put their own
personal interests on the line in order to protect this wilderness
jewel in the center of Vancouver Island.

In order to keep the Master Plan current and responding to
public concerns, the Strathcona Park Public Advisory Committee
(SPPAC) was established, as a link between the public and
government—to advise Parks Branch on the way forward. 

There has been, in the last few years, a paradigm shift.
Applications, like that from Clayoquot Wilderness Resorts to
take its guests up the Bedwell River and well into Strathcona
Park by horse, have not been put to the litmus test of the Master
Plan. Instead, what followed was a flurry of emails and
discussions in Parks Branch and a process that government
hoped would look like a public process. 

And, in spite of over 90% public opposition, and the decision
by SPPAC that the Master Plan did not need amendment as it
was clear on the issue of horse-riding in the Park, we now have a
government decision to amend the Master Plan to increase
horse-riding in the Park.

There are other activities that have not been allowed up to
now, and should a private company propose involvement with
one of those activities, I fear that the government would ignore
the Master Plan and SPPAC, and make its decision on issues
other than public interest and not in accord with the wishes of
the public. 

As citizens of Vancouver Island, it is clear that only our
determined involvement in this issue will turn this tide. I hope
that many will speak out against the public exclusion from the
decision-making about the future of our park and that you,
Minister, will listen to our voices. 

Jennifer Pass, Courtenay
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panorama of land and seascapes including a long, sandy beach
suitable for exploring, picnicking and swimming, as well as a
fragile sand dune area. Some of BC’s most threatened shorebirds
nest on the ground within the park on isolated rocky islets, spits
and shorelines, and several rare and beautiful plants can also be
found there. The park offers a boat launch for access to Cordova
Channel and Haro Strait. 0

ISLAND VIEW from page 1
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Disregarding Public Input
The following letter was sent to The Honourable Barry Penner,
Minister of the Environment.
Dear Sir:
I am writing to you about your recent decision to amend the
Strathcona Park Master Plan to allow for expanded horse use on
old road beds. 

I am astonished that you chose to ignore the advice of the
Strathcona Public Advisory Committee (SPPAC) on this issue,
and shocked that the strong objections of the public to expanded
horse use, and particularly to commercial horse activity, in
Strathcona Park have also been disregarded.

However, material obtained by the Friends of Strathcona
Park through Freedom of Information and posted on their
website (www.friendsofstrathcona.org) provides some insight
into your decision. 

Communications between Ministry personnel reveals that
the draft Terms of Reference for the Master Plan Amendment
process and the Level 2 Assessment was referred to SPPAC for
comment. However, the committee was not informed that the
document had already been signed-off because, the author
explains to his colleague, ‘SPPAC may not feel the opportunity to
provide input is real if the Terms of Reference have already been
signed off.’ 

I cannot believe that the person making this statement did
not understand that circumventing the role of SPPAC in the
decision-making process was a serious breach of trust, and a
blatant manipulation of the public consultation process.
Moreover, it causes me to wonder if it was an isolated incident or
symptomatic of a prevailing attitude towards the public within
the Environment Ministry.

It is unacceptable that input from SPPAC should be
considered as irrelevant, and it demonstrates a lack of respect for
the value of public opinion by Ministry personnel.

It seems clear to me that the concerns and comments
expressed by the general public during the consultation process
were not afforded any meaningful consideration either. Indeed,
the fact that overwhelming public opposition to amending the
Master Plan did not result in your making a different decision
supports my belief. Clearly, public opinion was deemed to be
insignificant compared with other considerations. 

I do not believe that the public expectation of a fair and
unbiased consultation process has been met and, consequently,
it raises the question of the correctness of your decision.

You cannot expect public support for your decision unless
there is confidence that is was made without prejudice.

Diana Fright, Comox 0

‘Climate-smart islands’ 
program launched
The Islands Trust is taking another step towards its long-
standing goal of reducing greenhouse gases (GHGs)—Island
communities will be amending nineteen Official Community
Plans over the next eight months to include GHG reduction
targets and will engage Islanders in creating strategies to meet
those targets. 

The program was formally launched in September when
Trust Council held a climate change workshop and adopted a
Strategic Plan that includes GHG reduction as a major objective
during its 2008-2011 term. Council also passed a resolution
asking each Local Trust Committee as well as Bowen Island
Municipality to give high priority to the work. 

‘Climate change is a global challenge that demands creative
solutions at the local level,’ said Sheila Malcolmson, Chair of the
Islands Trust Council. ‘Because the Islands Trust’s primary
responsibility is land use planning, we are uniquely positioned to
take leadership on reducing greenhouse gas emissions with land
use planning tools. 

‘Trust Council has always wanted to be part of the solution,
but the province’s Bill 27, the Local Government (Green
Communities) Statutes Amendment Act, gives us a deadline of
May 2010 to get this part of the job done. To provide information
to Island communities on this initiative, we have produced a new
publication, ‘Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the Islands
Trust Area. The document is also intended to assist our local
elected officials in meeting the Islands Trust’s goal of sustainable
and low-carbon communities through innovative land use
planning.’

The Islands Trust will addressing climate change through
land-use planning, advocacy initiatives, and partnerships with
other levels of government and local community groups. 

SMART ISLANDS, please turn to next page 
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‘Land use and development patterns are
critical in reducing GHG emissions,’
commented Malcolmson. ‘The design and
physical arrangement of roads, buildings, and
land use patterns directly influence
transportation emissions and building energy-
use.’

The initiative supports the BC Climate
Action Charter, which the Islands Trust

endorsed in 2007, joining 175 other BC local
governments in a collective commitment to:
move to carbon neutral operations for the
organization; measure and report community
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG); and promote
sustainable, energy efficient communities.

Detailed information on this initiative is
available on a new climate change section of the
Islands Trust website. 0

SMART ISLANDS from page 8

T
his summer we have had more starlit
nights than I can ever remember so I was
very aware of bats. Led by Athena George

Saturna’s local park interpreter, one of Parks
Canada’s ‘last of summer’ natural history events
was Mammals of the Night. 

Renowned BC bat researcher, David
Nagorsen talked about Chiroptera, the order to
which bats belong. Chiroptera translates as
‘handwing’. A bat’s wings are skin that stretches
between elongated fingers, arms, legs and tail,
providing excellent maneuverability. Bats are
the only mammals that fly better than birds.
They are most closely related to shrews. 

BC has 16 species of the 20 that inhabit
Canada. All bats are protected in BC, several are
species at risk or blue listed. Bats vary greatly in
their habits from the dry interior and to dense
forests.

Our most common Gulf Island bat is the
Little Brown Bat (LBB)—which is truly its name
and distinguishes it from the Big Brown Bat
(BBB). It weighs as much as two nickels or 6
grams and a lactating mother bat will eat her
weight in insects each night. LBBs use
echolocation to feed on the abundant insects
over water bodies at night, dawn,and dusk. Bats
drink on the fly opening their mouths and
scooping up water.

According to Nagorsen, very little bat work
has been done in the Gulf Islands. He reported
one three-day study done on Salt Spring.
Saturna Island naturalists Harvey Janszen and
Pam Brown have a cat that catches bats, these
they have dried and identified. They have one
sighting of a migrating species, Western Red
Bat, several LBB and one Yuma bat.

Nagorsen brought a pamphlet about how
and where to locate bat houses. From the
audience response it became evident that my
cedar board-and-batten house is not the only
one on Saturna that houses bats in the summer.

Breeding females congregate in nursery
colonies, liking warmth for maternity roosts as
the warmth helps maintain high body
temperatures necessary for rapid fetal growth
and high milk production. Adult males nest
away from the females during reproduction in
cooler places. Haggis Farm has one maternity
roost and two locations with one bat each—
must be males! 

Bats have one pup a year which they keep
with them for several weeks, sometimes flying
to another roost with the pup clinging to the
mother’s undersides. A mother bat can pick her
baby out of the nursery by smell and sound. 

In summer, bats have daytime roosts for
sleeping and night roosts for digesting their
food and resting. 

During winter they go into a torpor and
lower their body temperature and metabolic
rate. Unlike bears and other hibernating
mammals they have no fat supply to feed
themselves so they must emerge whenever it is
warm enough and the bugs are flying for an
instant energy revitalization.

A favorite local winter roosting place is in
between the sloughing bark and the tree of old
alder snags. When logging was done WCB used
to demand that snags be taken down in logging
areas. That view has now changed completely
and the requirement is to leave snags and a
small area around them. Bats thrown out of
their winter roosting areas have little chance for
survival as they have nothing to eat and no body
reserves.

Bats are most at risk from habitat
destruction. Their slow rate of reproduction
makes it difficult for recovery from devastation
of nesting sites and draining of natural
watercourses and sloughs.

Nagorsen went off to catch a ferry with a
hearty round of applause ringing in his ears. 0

cheap produce from far-away places may not
survive global warming and the increasing cost
of transportation. To have the security of
healthy food and a healthy environment, we
need to support our local growers and food
systems with the products and markets they
need to stay vibrant and viable.’

Government’s $1.25-million endowment for
the LEEF regional innovation chair was
matched by the Kwantlen Polytechnic
University Foundation with funds from private
donors.

The Province also invested $2.2 million in
the Institute for Sustainable Horticulture’s new
facilities; 450 square metres of research labs on
the Langley campus, and a 700-square-metre
research greenhouse to study the potential for
geothermal heat as a clean energy source.

‘Kwantlen has long served the agricultural
community of southern British Columbia

through its School of Horticulture,’ says David
Atkinson, Kwantlen Polytechnic University
president. ‘With the addition of the Institute for
Sustainable Horticulture, Kwantlen now has
further opportunity to work with local industry
on the critical issues of sustainability, urban
agriculture and agri-food security.’

The $7.1-million research facility,
Kwantlen’s first, will have climate-controlled
rooms for rearing insects, specialized rooms for
production of beneficial fungi and viruses, a
molecular diagnostic lab, and two research labs
for study of the insects and microbial
biocontrols. The adjacent greenhouse, as well
as being used to test alternate energy options
such as geothermal heating and cooling
systems, will provide 500 square metres of
growing space to study production systems for
new indoor crops. 0

LABS from page 1

because so many officers have been called out of
their detachments for two months around the
Olympics and cannot testify in judicial cases,
that there will be less work for our remaining
Island officers overall, although they will have
no leave time during this interval.  

Concert
On October 3 for the third time, Saturna Arts
and Concerts hosted the Marc Atkinson Trio at
the Community Hall; each time has been
memorable. Marc Atkinson, originally from
Quadra Island and now residing on Hornby, is
masterful on the guitar, as a band leader and as
a writer of music. New to the trio are bass player

Joey Smith and rhythm guitarist, Michael
Hamilton. Much of the music played was
written by Marc and arranged by Smith who did
arrangements for the likes of Glenn Miller. 

Innovative, lots of vitality—Atkinsons music
sounds as if you have heard it and loved it
before but it evolves as you listen. The acoustics
in the Community Hall is always marvelous for
live music.

Thanks to all of the people in the Arts and
Concert Society who bring us such good live
music for $20 a concert. You can drive home
and be in your cozy bed within twenty minutes
of thanking the artists and stacking chairs!  0

SATURNA from page 3

It is strange we hear so little of this. Had we
been duped by Casino Capitalism; an economy
running for ever-higher ROI, bubbles, hedge
funds, pyramid schemes, ponzi schemes?

Most governments are busy in stimulus
spending, often rebuilding the very institutions
in the financial sector whose recklessness
brought down such misery on so many. Are we
rebuilding in the same model? Do our systems
of accounts give us any meaningful sense of
how well we are doing?

Now is the time to join Sarkozy’s call for a
sensible measurement of genuine progress.

We cannot value what we do not measure.
We have no real sense of whether we are better

off without knowing if our resource base is
healthy, whether our children are  informed,
engaged and empowered, whether we have
healthy food, or whether we live in a secure and
sustainable world. Measuring the exchange of
cash is not without meaning, but, by itself, it
tells us nothing of value.

If you are interested, you can find more
detail at www.greenparty.ca in Vision Green
and at the website of an excellent organization,
GPI-Atlantic: http://www.gpiatlantic.org.

Elizabeth E. May is the leader of the Green
Party of Canada, candidate in Saanich–Gulf
Islands and Officer of the Order of Canada. 0

GDP from page 5

Bats ~ Pricilla Ewbank

notated as tones, and some half-tones, with
some notes sung in consonance, for very good
reason. And it was done that way because it
sounded good! 

There’s always a place for physics in
‘analysis’ but written rules were drawn to record
pleasant notes and eventually sequences of
notes with different tonal intervals as ‘keys,’ and
notes were modulated from key to key as a tune
progressed, because it pleased the ear and
didn’t jar it. The sounds dealt with emotion in
very special ways which were nowhere more
evident than in classic jazz, where pleasure in
sound is paramount. 

Jazz presentations come and go, often in 3-
hour bursts, with each hour having 40 minutes
of play and 20 minutes of rest.

Enjoyment of each number—a rollicking
stomp, a soul-stretching blues, a popular ditty,
a new treatment of a ‘swing era’ tune—can be
palpable. A trumpet player friend of mine once
referred to 4/4  syncopated music as ‘that finger
snapping thing.’ It certainly is! 

Emotion flows back and forth between
players and listeners. It rarely tires, and often
inspires. Live jazz is a thing of beauty and a joy
which stands in permanence. It is played by
skilled artisans because it sounds good! 0

LIVE JAZZ from page 2

T
hanksgiving saw Mary and I on the ferry
heading to the continent for a family
celebration and since our daughter was

part of the gathering this seemed an opportune
time to bestow part of the largess of our garden
in her unsuspecting lap. 

All the usual vegetables returned her gaze as
she peered into the cornucopia but it was the
waft of fresh basil that really brought her to life.
Wrapped in a damp towel, cradled on a nest of
perfect tomatoes the basil savoured the moment.

Then, as she plunged ever-deeper, her
hands uncovered a hidden cache—green
tomatoes. Eyes narrowed. The smile froze. ‘Oh,’
she cried, frantically searching for the right
word, ‘Thank you...’ One gets such a surge of
warmth after bestowing that special gift the
recipient didn’t know they needed.    

Two days before the rains I had harvested.
For those with water and fertile earth this has
been a magnificent year and one of the bounties
is tomatoes. 

At this end of the beach the serious tomato
grower will use a greenhouse but this tool is
redundant perhaps one year in five. Thanks in
part to the oil patch and all that C02, 2009 was
such a year. (Which is just as well because only
now am I laying the foundations for my
greenhouse.) 

I sowed my tomato seeds in early March, in
pots, in the house. For the first few weeks I had
to cover each pot to keep the cats off. The five
varieties including a wild one from somewhere
in Central America that will grow ten feet tall, if
I let it, and produces small cherry-sized fruits of

various colours. 
This was the year of the experiment. The

first batch of plants were ensconced in a ten-
foot-long raised bed surrounded by a plastic
tent. Batch two were placed in another plastic
tent located over freshly dug clay, and the
remainder were unceremoniously clumped in a
twenty-foot open bed to fend as they might. 

Batch the first produced ripe fruit in early
July. The size and yield was modest, consistent
and still thriving in the middle of October.
Batch two was two weeks later with a similar
yield. While batch three, which received little or
no water and no support, grew into a jungle
which covered all the ground in which they
were planted, plus the paths on both sides. 

The resulting fruit was large and green with
a few over-ripe specimens that fell onto the
ground and required forays on hands and knees
beneath the vines before the slug stampede got
to them. 

Batch three explains why it is that twenty-
five kilos of green tomatoes are arranged like a
carpet on the floor of our living room. 

We chopped and froze a few for green
tomato chutney, pasta sauce and what have
you. Most of the rest are scrutinized daily for
telltale signs of blushing, and a token few are
given away to those most in need of a
conversation piece. 

My daughter has not returned phone calls
since our visit but I am sure the green tomatoes
glowed brilliantly as the centerpiece of a post-
Thanksgiving dinner given to urban friends
soon after. 0

Tomatopia~ Good Life Gardening by Brian Crumblehulme 
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LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 

CROWN LAND

Take notice that the Galiano
Island Parks and Recreation
Commission (Capital Regional
District) of Galiano Island, BC,
intends to make application to
Integrated Land Management
Bureau (ILMB), Ministry of
Agriculture and Lands, Coast
Region office for a Licence of
Occupation for a public trail
situated on Provincial Crown
land located in the vicinity of
DL66, Galiano Island.  The
Lands File Number that has
been established for this
application is #1413374. Written
comments concerning this
application should be directed
to the Section Head, Integrated
Land Management Bureau at
142 - 2080 Labieux Rd,
Nanaimo, BC V9T 6J9, or
emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@
gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by ILMB until
November 7, 2009. ILMB may
not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website at
http://ilmbwww.gov.bc.ca
under the link: Applications &
Reasons for Decisions for more
information. Be advised that
any response to this
advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at Integrated Land
Management Bureau’s regional
office. 

Capital Regional District

North Pender Island Referendum Magic Lake Estates Water Local Service Area
Notice Of Other Voting

Take notice that below is a copy of the proposed bylaw for which the electors of Magic Lake Estates Water Local Service Area, on North Pender Island, in the Southern 
Gulf Islands Electoral Area, will be asked to vote on the following question on Saturday, November 14, 2009:

"Are you in favour of the Capital Regional District Board adopting Bylaw No. 3633, "Magic Lake Estates Water System Loan Authorization Bylaw No. 1, 2009"
to authorize the borrowing of up to $2,560,000 for upgrading water treatment and water systems for the Magic Lake Estates Water Local Service.  YES or NO?"

Capital Regional District Bylaw No. 3633
A Bylaw to Authorize the Borrowing of Two Million, Five Hundred Sixty Thousand Dollars ($2,560,000) for Upgrading Water Treatment and Water Systems for the Magic 
Lake Estates Water Local Service

WHEREAS:
A. Under Bylaw No. 1874, “Outer Gulf Islands Magic Lake Estates Water System Local Service Establishment Bylaw, 1990’’,  the Capital Regional District 
established a local service for the supply, treatment, conveyance, storage and distribution of water for the Magic Lake Estates Water Local Service;
B. The assent of the electors of the Magic Lake Estates Water Local Service is required pursuant to Section 801.2 of the Local Government Act; 
C. It is deemed desirable to provide proper facilities hereunder described in accordance with the service of water supply and distribution;
D. The work shall include upgrading of the existing water distribution and storage facilities and construction of a new water treatment plant and ancillary works 
by the planning, study, design and construction of a system of water supply, conveyance, treatment, storage, distribution of water and other related works, facilities and 
equipment purchases;
E. Other funding sources shall be used to fund part of the desired works;
F. The estimated cost of the works, facilities and equipment, including expenses incidental thereto to be funded from debt servicing, is the sum of Two Million, 
Five Hundred Sixty Thousand Dollars ($2,560,000) which is the amount of debt intended to be authorized by this bylaw;
G. It is proposed that the financing of the said water facilities is to be undertaken by the Municipal Finance Authority of British Columbia pursuant to proposed 
agreements between that Authority and the Capital Regional District;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of the Capital Regional District in open meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
1. The Board is hereby empowered and authorized to undertake and carry out or cause to be carried out the planning, study, design and construction of works 
for the provision of the facilities and equipment herein before described and to do all things necessary in connection therewith and without limiting the generality of 
the foregoing:
(a) to borrow upon the credit of the Regional District a sum not exceeding Two Million, Five Hundred Sixty Thousand Dollars ($2,560,000);
(b) to acquire all such real property, easements, rights-of-way, leases, licenses, rights or authorities as may be requisite or desirable for or in connection with the 
planning, study, design and construction of a system of water supply, conveyance, treatment, storage and distribution of water and all related ancillary works, studies 
and equipment deemed necessary by the Board.
2. The maximum term for which debentures may be issued to secure the debt intended to be created by this bylaw is 15 years.

Purpose of Bylaw No. 3633 - To authorize the borrowing of up to $2,560,000 to provide funds toward upgrading water treatment and water systems for the Magic 
Lake Estates water local service. The upgrades include replacing the Buck Lake and Magic Lake water treatment plants by a single new plant, in order to meet current 
regulatory requirements, improvements to the water distribution system and improvements to the Buck Lake dam.  The total estimated cost of all these upgrades is 
$8,812,500. An infrastructure grant of $5,250,000 has been received for the treatment plant and distribution system upgrades

Taxation Impact of Bylaw No. 3633 - The annual costs to operate the new infrastructure and the borrowing of up to $2,560,000 are expected to be accommodated 
within the current parcel tax charged to property owners.

A copy of the complete bylaw and this notice may be viewed at the following offices of the Capital Regional District (CRD) from October 14 to November 13, 2009, 
during regular office hours, excluding statutory holidays:

  8:30 am to Noon, 1 – 4:30 pm
www.crd.bc.ca/about/elections/referenda.htm

Voting Opportunities
Qualified electors may vote at the following places:

Saturday, November 14, 2009 from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm:

 Wednesday, November 4, 2009 and Thursday, November 12, 2009 from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm:

Elector Qualifications
You are entitled to vote as a Resident Elector or Non-Resident Property Elector if you:

and either 
 1. have resided in the Magic Lake Estates Water Local Service area on North Pender Island for 30 days. If registering as a Resident Elector on voting day, 
you must provide two documents proving identity and residency, one of which must have a signature; OR
 2. have owned and held registered title to property within the boundaries of the Magic Lake Estates Water Local Service area on North Pender Island 
for 30 days, and do not qualify as a Resident Elector. Only one Non-Resident Property Elector may vote per property regardless of the number of owners.  You may vote 
for only one property no matter how many properties you own in the service area. If registering as a Non-Resident Property Elector on voting day, you must provide the 
following information:

 to vote for the property. 
A copy of the consent form and information on acceptable classes of documents for proof of identity are available on the Internet: 
www.crd.bc.ca/about/elections/voting.htm

Thomas F. Moore has been appointed Chief Election Officer for the purpose of taking and recording the vote of electors.  For questions regarding voting and voter 
registration call the Capital Regional District @ 250.360.3129 or Toll Free 1.800.663.4425 local 3129, or Mr. Tom Moore @ 250.472.0059.

Dated this 14th day of October, 2009

Thomas F. Moore
Chief Election Officer

This notice is being published in this newspaper as a convenience only and not in accordance with the 
legal requirements pursuant to the Local Government Act.

Water Treatment & Water Systems Upgrades

GETAWAYS
On Islands

Large and Small

Central Vancouver Island
‘HOLIDAY HOUSE’ 
B&B Motel • Rooms

Vacation Suites
FREE PICK-UP

20 min from Nanaimo Ferries
10 min from Nanaimo Airport

HERITAGE LADYSMITH

1-888-310-2299
250-618-5830

www.ladysmithholidayhouse.com

MAUI 
Vacation Condos

1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views

Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-800-800-8608
www.mauisuncoast.com

Home  o f  Hea l ing
Salt Spring Island

Accommodation $45/night
Massage Therapy &
Healing Packages 
for the 
Spiritually Minded.

250-537-1219
www.homeofhealing.com

13,700 homes
3,300 yellow box

pick-ups & 
1,500 online

readers
250-629-3660
www.islandtides.com
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AUTOMOTIVE HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

FREE!
Scrap Car,

Truck, Bus &
Equipment  
REMOVAL

No Wheels?
No Problem!
Gulf Islands • Victoria

Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope

Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing

- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-652-0599
www.flynn.ca

MOVED
HOMES

BE BOLD - GO GREEN

Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

40+ buildings to
choose from

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-606-2237

D. A. SMITHSON & SONS

Well Drillers
250-539-5252
250-478-6937
dasons@telus.net
www.smithsondrilling.com

Specializing in… 
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for

Sundecks, Garage Decks
and Roofdecks.

CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

250-537-2990 or 
1-800-804-6288

Servicing the Gulf Islands

STANDING SEAM
METAL ROOFING
FOR WATER

COLLECTION SYSTEMS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE

Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

LA
NCE VAESENROOFING 

Ltd.

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028

Fax 250-383-2198

• CRD approved drinking water
• pool filling • dust control 

• street flushing • film industry 

• 3,000 gallon tankers

250-388-2712
Bulk Water Delivery

YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE SEEN
LOCALLY & THE LENGTH OF THE

STRAIT OF GEORGIA
250-629-3660

islandtides@islandtides.com
Boxed ads start at $30

Advertise: 250-629-3660 

MARINE
WAHL MARINE LTD.

135 McGill Road
Salt Spring Island

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling

aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats

crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

MOORINGS
INSTALLED •SERVICED

MAINTAINED

Chris West 
Dive Services

250-888-7199
250-538-1667

cdwest@telus.net

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker
250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

FOR RENT
ISLAND 
EXPLORER
PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT LTD.

Southern Gulf 
House & Cottage Rentals

Pender Island Long Term: 
Pretty ocean view, 2 bedrooms,
kitchen, open concept living room and
eating area. Furnished/unfurnished–
$900.
Very private oceanfront home with
beautiful views and beach access, 4
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms–$1500.
Licensed Property Management
on the Gulf Islands since 1994.

PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

1-800-774-1417
email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

www.island-explorer.com/pender

Hot Tubs
Swimming Pools

Sales • Service • Parts
Insured • Licensed

holger@hermann.ca
250-538-8244
Serving Southern &

Northern Gulf Islands
gulfislandspas.com

Rent
Quality Pre-Owned 

Cars & Minivans

www.gsaautorentals.com

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

terry@gsaautorentals.com

Book with the best!
Pick-Up  from 

Swartz Bay Ferry Terminal & 
Victoria Airport

Monthly from $625
Weekly from $205

Mention this ad  for discount

GSA Auto Rentals 

 

Steele Greenhouse

 Components Inc.

    Mayne Island
   Tel: (604) 532-1817     
      www.steelgc.com  

           Greenhouses

             for Farm 

        and Garden
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GENERAL TREE SERVICES
Serving Galiano & 
the Gulf Islands

• Hazardous or un-wanted tree 
removals

• View preservation and 
enhancement

• Thinning, topping and pruning
• Windstorm clean up
• Free estimates, reasonable 

rates
250-539-3752

generaltreeservices@hotmail.com 

Keeping Gulf Islanders In Tune
Over 30 years experience

Registered Piano Technician
Professional Teacher/Musician

Dave Paulson
250-658-0346

dave.pianoman@gmail.com
www.sunnylanemusic.com

LEGAL AND ENGINEERING SURVEYS

R.L. JOHNS
LAND SURVEYING LTD.
• Site plans • Building layouts  
• Subdivisions • Repostings
• Surveyors certificates 
• Easements and Rights of Way

SERVING SAANICH PENINSULA

& THE GULF ISLANDS

Ron Johns, BCLS, CLS   
250-658-9515

cell: 250-82-9515
johns.rljohns@shawcable.com

wintercraft
100 Artists 

Christmas Show & Sale
REGISTRATION DEADLNE

NOVEMBER 7
For info. & downloads

www.saltspringartscouncil.com
250-537-0899

CALL FOR ENTRY

drawn to the huge oil, Modern Fantasy, which in 1927 was ‘hung
in the place of honour in the Paris Salon’ (Colin MacDonald), yet
caused huge controversy when it was shown at the Canadian
National Exhibition in Toronto in the same year. Nude paintings
were thought to corrupt young people! Happily we have moved
past that prudishness, and this painting can be seen in its full
splendour, along with vibrant oils of still life, portraits and
landscapes.

Russell is known as the Group of One, and he considered the
Group of Seven to be amateurs. He painted Canadian Prime
Ministers and even British royalty. Throughout his long life he
sketched continuously, and among the forty sketches assembled
for this exhibition are portraits, seascapes, city scenes of the time
both in Europe and Canada, together with landscapes and figure
studies. Many people today are unaware of Russell’s work, yet in
the 1920’s his paintings were selling for the cost of a house. With
the release of this collection, much of which has not be seen for
more than fifty years, there is the opportunity for art lovers to
acquire an original masterpiece within a wide price range. For
further details contact huk@shaw.ca. For exhibition info see
‘What’s On? page 5.

EXHIBITION from page 7

undertaken! 
On October 24, hundreds of thousands of people across the

globe will participate in community-building events to tell our
leaders worldwide that we must commit to reducing our global
C02 emissions below 350 parts per million. Hopefully, our
leaders will carry this global message to the United Nations
Climate meeting in Copenhagen in December. 

Rising sea levels will endanger many of our Island
communities. The Salt Spring Island rally’s theme is ‘Ganges
Underwater’. Everyone is asked to wear their life jackets,
snorkels, and wetsuits for the group picture that will be sent to
the UN meeting. 

Phil Vernon and Barb Slater will lead a group sing along to
‘We Can Be the Change,’ a song Phil wrote specially for this
event. A speaker will also introduce a Salt Spring Transition
Initiative to create local resilience in the face of climate change
and peak oil.

A Critical Mass Bike Ride will move people to and from the
event in an environmentally-friendly way. With decorations in
the theme ‘cycling underwater’ it will be a visual treat. For more
information about the Critical Mass, including the times, routes,
and to pre-register, please email ssicriticalmass@gmail.com or
call Kimi and Kareno at 250-653-0035. 

For more information about the event, contact Marion Pape
at marionpape@telus.net or Shoshanah Ray at 250-537-8598.

Saanich Peninsula Hospital Operating
Room

Saanich Peninsula Hospital Foundation is embarking on final
campaign to improve their Operating Room equipment and
facilities. Two operating room tables ($75,000 each), one
urology table ($325,000), two sets of operating room lights with
cameras ($60,000), case carts ($6,000 each), anaesthetic carts
($3,000 each) and many smaller are required to complete the
project. 

Honourary Co-chairs Laurie Salvador and her father John
Salvador are experienced leaders of the campaign. John was a
Saanich Peninsula Hospital Foundation board member in the

1990s and still helps out with the golf tournament. Laurie is a
generous donor and supporter of the Foundation’s events.

Says John, ‘We have dedicated staff and doctors, who care for
our community with skill and compassion. We have the funds to
renovate and renew the operating rooms. All we need is the final
piece—approximately $1 million of equipment both large and
small.’ Call 250-652-7531 for more information on donating.

West Coast Events With Worldwide
Effects

Local events are assisting communities around the world. 
Fertile Ground, a Merville-based society, will hold three

fundraising tea events on Denman and Cortes Islands and in
Courtenay. Fertile Ground works with small-scale tea growers,
farmers and self-help groups in the remote northeast of India. In
the state of Assam, India there is little support available to
growers interested in traditional organic farming. Fertile Ground
believes that farmers, producers, consumers and the
environment will all benefit by the sharing of knowledge from
the east and the west. 

Working with volunteers and community members from the
town of Digboi, Fertile Ground has helped develop a 2-acre
demonstration garden and resource centre which currently
employs four full-time staff from the local area.

Salt Spring’s Fulford Hall will be the venue for a fundraising
dance for Terralingua, an international organization which
works in the field of global biocultural diversity assessment (see
‘What’s On?’, page 5 for details).

The funds are earmarked for an intercultural exchange
between Salt Spring and the Raramuri people who are
indigenous to the Sierra Madre region of Northern Mexico. The
project will help restore the ecological health and social well-
being of their communities, which have been severely threatened
by rapid environmental, social, and economic changes. 

While visiting Salt Spring Island the Raramuri will learn more
about eco-cultural health, permaculture and eco-forestry and
develop an alternative education curriculum for their children to
help maintain their language and cultural traditions. 0

RTI from page 7

appearances in the New Westminster courthouse by Trustee
Law, former Trustee Griggs, as well as several Hornby Islanders
and Islands Trust staff. 

‘This experience demonstrates that trustees take personal
risks when they uphold community bylaws and the mandate of
the Islands Trust. I hope the court’s strong and supportive ruling
encourages trustees to continue representing the interests of the
human and natural communities on their islands,’ said Sheila
Malcolmson, Chair of the Islands Trust Council.

Upon hearing the outcome of the case, Tony Law, Hornby
Island Local Trustee, and one of the defendants said, ‘It is
gratifying to have one’s integrity as an elected official upheld by
the Court. However, I am saddened by the stress upon a
community and its local government when the courts are used to
second-guess difficult political decisions. I look forward to
healing in our community now.’ 0

HORNBY from page 1
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Spirits swap refits 
The refit and maintenance period of the Spirit of Vancouver
Island has been moved ahead as a result of the fire in the stand-by
generator just before Thanksgiving Weekend. Its sister vessel the
Spirit of British Columbia was originally scheduled to go for its
annual maintenance and recertification period from October 13
through the end of November. The Spirit of Vancouver Island was
to undergo its annual maintenance period after the Spirit of British
Columbia returned to service.

Now, due to the fire on the Spirit of Vancouver Island, BC
Ferries is swapping the refits. Concurrent with the Spirit of
Vancouver Island’s refit and recertification, repairs to the damaged
stand-by generator, wiring, cabling, and electrical components will
be conducted. The cause of the fire has not been determined at this
point and BC Ferries is conducting an internal investigation. 

During this time, the regular schedule will remain in effect on
the Tsawwassen–Swartz Bay route. 0

Photo: Larry Travis

A grizzly bear fishes for salmon.

H
ow do salmon declines affect coastal bears? And how
much salmon is required to sustain wildlife? These are
questions that many people are asking in light of

headlines about missing sockeye and salmon runs that fail to
return as expected.

If you were a coastal grizzly, the presence of salmon would
determine many things. For instance: how big you get, whether
you can successfully raise children, and the number of bears in
your neck of the woods (ie: size, reproductive success, and
population density) are all related to salmon abundance. From
the grizzly’s perspective, its ability to get enough salmon is really
a matter of competition and, increasingly, the odds are stacked
against the bears.

As fishermen, humans engage in what ecologists call
‘exploitative competition’—we capture salmon en route to
spawning grounds before they reach the waiting carnivores.
Referenced against past and current declines in salmon runs, we
suspect coastal grizzlies are receiving a fraction of the salmon
they used to, which ultimately manifests in population declines.
Not by ‘die-offs’ as some have speculated, but through repeated
years of low birth rates. Grizzlies are omnivorous and can persist
even without salmon, but they have far fewer offspring. 

With both actual (Fraser River sockeye) and potential (runs
in the Great Bear Rainforest) salmon calamities serving as
catalysts, we believe it’s time for fisheries to start considering
wildlife in their salmon management plans. We also believe it is
time to establish truly protected salmon runs—runs that would
be managed solely for their importance to wildlife and
ecosystems. This would allow salmon to return to spawning
grounds without encountering the nets of the Pacific salmon
fleet. And those fish would then spawn in rivers that flow
naturally without their watersheds logged, developed or
otherwise impaired.

This concept of unfished salmon runs that lead to fully
protected freshwater habitats is a bold and ambitious proposal
that runs contrary to the philosophical underpinnings of salmon
management. After all, fisheries managers have always assumed
that salmon exist exclusively for human consumption.
Consequently, runs are only protected from harvest when they
are overfished or endangered. Even salmon runs that spawn in
protected watersheds and parks are subjected to exploitation by
commercial fisheries at levels as high as 80%. Often, these parks
were created to protect species such as grizzlies, black bears and
wolves. But how does status quo fisheries management serve the
terrestrial ecosystems that salmon nourish?

Not well. Put yourself in the paws of bears. Imagine if your
annual paycheque was reduced by four-fifths. Then imagine the
effect on the coastal food web economy. The nutrient subsidy
used by the forest from the salmon carcasses, is also greatly
diminished. As such, ‘protected areas’ that host highly exploited
salmon runs are not really protected if a major ecological process
is being compromised.

Of course, it is not just fishing nets that rob bears and other
coastal life of this yearly bonanza. Fish farms, climate change,
habitat loss, fresh water withdrawals, changing ocean
conditions, and more, all influence salmon abundance. Many of
these impacts are hard to predict, are indirectly related to salmon
abundance, or require complex solutions. As eminent US
fisheries scientist Dr Robert Lackey has stated, ‘our collective
actions—from the rules of commerce to philosophies of growth
and development—are not fish-friendly and tend to put
relentless downward pressure on salmon numbers.’ In contrast
to combating other threats, reducing or eliminating
exploitation—on at least some runs—is straightforward and
would have an immediate and direct positive effect on coastal
ecosystems.

But how much salmon do the bears really need? Raincoast
Conservation Scientist’s scientists are directly addressing this
question. In hair collected from (harm-free) fur-snagging
stations, DNA and isotopes are used to track bear numbers,
estimate how much salmon coastal grizzlies are eating and
elucidate the relationship between the amount of salmon and the
number of bears. 

Scientists also assess hormone levels in the hair to give us
information about potential stress, reproductive activity and
protein deprivation bears might show in response to poor
salmon returns. From this knowledge emerges an informed
basis for action.

Current thinking in conservation science indicates that
salmon management needs to include the bears, wolves and
other wildlife that have an evolutionary reliance on the annual
pulse of nutrients and energy delivered via spawning salmon.  

But for elected officials to listen to scientists, the public needs
to join the call. It’s time to share the harvest.  

Chris Darimont is a Research Scientist at the University of
California-Santa Cruz and the Raincoast Conservation
Foundation. Misty MacDuffee is a biologist with the Raincoast
Conservation Foundation and lives on Pender Island. 0

The Bear Necessities:  A Fall Harvest of Salmon
Chris Darimont and Misty MacDuffee

Justice Peter Voith has dismissed Catalyst Paper’s suit against
four coastal communities. The corporation had refused to pay
their assessed municipal taxes in Port Alberni, North Cowichan,
Campbell River, and Powell River and had sued the
municipalities, claiming that the tax rate they were being
assessed was unreasonable and illegal.

The failure of corporations to pay property taxes threatens
the health, well-being and sustainability of BC’s communities,’
says CUPE BC president Barry O'Neill. ‘It’s obscene that these

corporations make money in a community, but don’t believe
they have any obligation to that community.’

‘We’re pleased that the Court will not overturn the local
government’s authority,’ adds O’Neill. ‘This decision will protect
local government and communities from devastating
consequences.’

‘Small industrial towns throughout BC were created based on
a social contract between industry and the community. Neither
can continue without the other. We hope that similar cases
before the courts reach the same conclusion. 0

Bottom line is: Catalyst must pay its taxes
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